Remind.Com

A simple way to get text messages out to student groups or individual students

Molly Couto, Head Counselor
Hercules High School
mcouto@wccusd.net
Message Examples

- In addition to Scholarship information, College Application info, and FAFSA info, this is a great way to reach a whole class for other information...for example:
  - Jrs.
    - EAP test dates coming up
    - Reminders re: the importance of studying for and taking the CAASPP assessment seriously
    - Website for practicing for the SBAC/CAASPP
  - Srs.
    - EAP Results - when we’ll visit classrooms to distribute them
    - Links for how to read the results report
    - Links for information about the ELM/EPT assessments
    - Reminders re: deadlines for taking the ELM/EPT assessments
Individual messages

Jiayi Wang

Welcome!
This is the beginning of your message history with Jiayi Wang.
Jiayi Wang can send and receive messages by text, app, web, and email.

February 24, 2016

Ms. Couto
HI. Don't forget to submit your Part 2: CAP Bay Area application by the March 1 deadline. You are only one of 2 Hercules students to apply. :)

Yesterday

Ms. Couto
done!

[jiayi wong reference.docx]

25.8 KB

Type a message

Attach  Translate
Attachments

Ms. Couto

Please remind your classmates to submit their FAFSA by tomorrow! Your senior class can get $$$$ for end of year events!
Monday at 2:05 PM
Delivered

Ms. Couto

$2500 Scholarships will be awarded to Bay Area students who are involved with the Filipino community. DUE 4/1

YFPA Scholarship Program Application (February 2016).pdf
73.4KB
Monday at 8:38 AM
Delivered

Ms. Couto

THIS WEDNESDAY is the deadline to submit the FAFSA! Come to the Computer Lab after school today and tomorrow for help. Parents are welcome!
Monday at 8:35 AM
Delivered
How to start!

- Go to www.remind.com – click on “Sign Up”

- Create a class – have the students “opt in” by texting the opt in message

- That’s it!!
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